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CHARACTER CHRONICLE CARDS are a valuable aid for judges and players of Fantasy Role Playing Games. They can be used in several different manners and are designed to fill the needs of any Fantasy Game System. Judges may wish to pre-generate characters, maintain a file and use it as a source of hirelings, new player characters and notable personages of their fantastic universe. Players will find them a compact and efficient record keeping device. Under 'History' list the notable events of the character's past. Under 'Origin' list the birthplace and prime residence. Blank spaces have been provided for characteristics unique to your universe. Social level is listed as 'SL'. The card lines are spaced properly for a standard typewriter.

OTHER JUDGES GUILD FANTASY PLAYING AIDS:

City State of the Invincible Overlord Playing Aid — a huge referee's aid to a fantastic medieval city. Eighty pages of guidelines, dungeon levels, NPCs and ideas plus 7 large maps—the City State itself covers 4 sections, 34x44". You also get Thunderhold and Sunstone Caverns. $9 Ready Ref Sheets Package — 20 pages of 7 different unified reference charts covering attack matrices, Wizard's Guide and more for $2.99. Tegel Manor — a huge haunted house and area maps (17x22" each) and 24-page booklet detail this horrifyingly good value, for $4.50. Judges Shield — provides reference screen detailing all monster statistics, attack matrices, for $1.98.
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